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A f6N years ago, poor telephone service in N6N York and other cities was

a topic of conversation across the countJ:y. Then talk turned to the electric

power industJ:y' s outages and brownouts. Industry leaders knew these events

were symptans of a larger problem, but only recently have the true proportions

of the problem been generally recognized.

Very clearly, a crisis is at hand, and sanething must be done to avoid a

catastrophic breakdown. But what? In the past, American teclmology and know-

how have enabled us to overcane nost of our difficulties, and the national hope

·is that these factors will overcane the crisis facing the utility industries

today. However, we need to do nore than just hope, and my purpose here is to

consider the steps that must be taken if the needed· teclmological improvements

are to occur.

WHAT IS "TECHNOIDGICAL CHANGE"?

What is mean-t ·by the tenn "teclmological change"? In the electric industJ:y,

nuclear power obviously represents a teclmological change, but improving oil

fired generating plants can also represent n6N technology. If an electric company

builds a large plant to replace several smaller plants, and if this change in-

creases the system's efficiency--where efficiency is measured e.fther by btu's

required to generate one kwh or by the total cost per kwh--this would constitute

an improvenent in the industJ:y' s technological processes. In other words, tech-

nological change for a utility involves. both developing new teclmologies and also

installing plants that use these teclmologies.
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WHAT TYPE OF T.OCHNOIDGICAL CHANGES ARE NEEDED?

If the·United States is to survive in its present form, the utility in

dustries must make massive teclmological changes. At the risk of oversimplifi-

cation, I have broken these changes down into two major categories, long run

and short run.

lDng run

The long run might be defined as 1980 or beyond. During this period we must

make major teclmological breakthroughs in the generation and transmission of

electricity. Breeder reactors, solar and geo-thennal generating systems, and

the like are included. Also included are coal gasification and/or liquification

and shale oil developnent. l

Short run

Although we must ultima.tely depend upon new teclmological developrents,

we live in the short run, and we simply carmot wait for long-run developnents

to solve our current problems. In the short run, utility companies must (1)

improve existing processes and (2) use the best of the present teclm.ologies to a

gr~ter extent. 'Ib get the rrost out of our existing fuel supplies, utility can-

panies should replace inefficient equipnent with new, rrore efficent types, and

they must install the rrost efficient equipnent available to meet expanding

service demands.

FINANCING TECHNOIDGICAL·· IMPROVEMENTS

The long-run solution to the utilities' problems will require massive

IFor new generating processes to be rrost effective, rrore efficient systems
for transmitting energy·are also necessaxy. As plant size increases, the

. distance between generating plant and ultimate user also tends to increase,
and this adds significantly to the inp:>rtance of reducing energy losses during
transmission.
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How should this R &7 D be financed? Fran all indica-

tions, sane degree of governmental support is necessary. However, governmental

financing tends to breed bureaucratic control, so I would hope that we can

develop a system under which government and. industry share in the financing

and control of research programs.

In contrast to the long-nm situation, short-nm teclmological ilrprove

rrents are dependent upon private financing, especially financing by the utility

companies themselves. Consider the nature of the short-nm problem. '!he can-

panies nRlSt Irodemize their systems, which means not only installing the· nost

efficient available equipment to meet expansion needs, but also undertaking

many smaller projects associated with .increasing the efficiency of existing

plants. 'Ihese oosts have traditionally been borne by utility companies, and

ulti.mately by their customers; I hope and expect this pattern to continue, for

the alternative is government armership and control. However, as shown ·below,

there are serious problems associated with the traditional financing pattern

in today I s economy.

THE REGUIA'IORY P~S AND ITS EFFECI'S ON DrILITY INVESTMENT POLICY

Utility companies, by definition, provide essential services under nono-

fX)listic or at least oligopolistic conditions. In the absence of regulation,

the companies w:::>uld be in a position to exploit their customers, and to prevent

potential abuses, a system of price regulation has been developed. '!he regu

le:tto:ry system actually evolved during an era when technological improvements

and econanies of scale ·were canbining to produce a trend. of declining utility

service rates. Utility canpanies I profits were, in general, adequate to attract

2~Ollowing this basic resear~~ ~tility companies will need huge anDunts
of c~PJ.tal to construct plants utilJ.zJ.ng the n6N technologies. '!he financial
reqw.rements needed for this construction program will have to be raised by
the utility companies, but this is sane years down the road.
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the capital needed for expansion, and returns on capital investments were high

enough to induce companies to invest in the nest modem, efficient equiprrent

available. Now, however, just at the time when the rrost nassive expenditure

programs of all time are necessary, there is a serious danger of a breakdown

that could i.Irpa.re the companies' ability to attract capital.

capital Expenditure Analysis

Figure 1 presents what might be called the traditional view of the capital

budgeting process. Potential investment projects originate in the operating

departIrents and are transmitted to the capital budgeting coordinator. Here the

rate of return on each project is detennined, and projects are ranked by their

expected rates of return. The line in Figure·l labelled IRR represents a plot

of ranked investment proposals. The very best project returns a1x>ut 20 percent;

but only a limited anount of funds can be investe::i in this high-return project.

As additional funds are invested, the canpany must accept lower and lower rates

of return on capital projects.

The finn also has a cost of ,capital, or cost of lOOney; in E'igure 1 we

assume that all the required capital can .be raised at a cost of 9· percent. .. The ,

finn will take on projects so long as their expected retunls exceed the cost of

capital; in Figure 1, th~ optimal capital budget for the firm· is 1*. Every

project out to I* increases the value of the finn because returns exceed

costs. Obviously, the area labelled "producer's deficit" should be rejected,

as these projects do not cover their costs.

Figure 1 represents the way nost economists conceptualize the capital

budgeting process. However, according to traditional regulatory theory, this

conceptual rrodel is not canpletely applicable for utility conpanies. 'Ib see

why, consider Figure 2, which shows realized and allowed rates of return for
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FIG~ 1. CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE CAPITAL BUD
GETING PROCESS FOR AN UNREGULATED FIRM

IRR, OR MARGINAL RETURN ON
INVESTMENT SCHEDULE

MARGINAL
COST OF CAPITAL
SCHEDULE

t</ "PRc:nUCER' SV DEFICIT"

~,,--
~

o 1* INVESTMENT
DURING PERIOD ($)
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FIGURE 2. ACTUAL AND ALLOWED RATES OF RETURN OVER
TIME FOR AHYPOTHETICAL UTILITY COMPANY

PER,CENT

REALIZED RATE OF RETURN

TARGET RATE OF RETURN
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a hYPothetical utility company. 3 In the regulatory process, a target or allowed

rate of retlIDl is specified. 'Ibis return is generally regarded as being a

~int within a range of rates of return frequently called "the zone of reason-

ableness. " If the actual rate of retlIDl exceeds the upper control limit, then

a rate reduction is ordered, thus lowering profits to the point where the rate

of retlIDl is "on target."

The situatiC?n shown in Figure 2 implicitly assumes that everything is held

constant except the investrrent process, and that both investment opportunities

and the cost of capital are as shown in Figure 1. However, if the control limits

are set close to the target rate of return, and if the "regulatory lag" is short,

then the "producer's surplus" implicit in the accepted view of capital budgeting

will be nonexistent. In other ¥tUrds, the regulatory process will, to a greater

or lesser extent, eliminate the "producer's s;urplus" shown in-Figure 1.
4

Public Utility Investnent Decisions Under Inflation

The situation depicted in Figure 2 was realistic during the 1950' s and

early 1960' s. However, Figure 3 is a better representation of the situation

fac~g utility canpanies today. For the typical canpany, inflation is con

stantly driving costs up, but prices, which are set by regulatory action, are

increased only after a lag. As operating costs rise, the realized rate of re-

turn on investment declines. When the lower control limit in Figure 3 is

reached, rates are raised, causing the realized rate of return to rise back

3The rate of retlIDl is e~ on the "rate base," which is--approximately
equal to total assets net of depreciation. As noted below, returns on
specific individual assets can exceed or fall below the average (or overali)
rate of retlIDl.

4This result is, of course, the same as would exist -under theoretical
perfect canpetition. Indeed, regulation is a substitute for canpetition, and
in theory regulators are supposed to achieve a canpetitive price/output
solution.
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FIGURE 3. TYPICAL RATE OF RETURN PATTERN
UNDER INFLATIONARY CONDITIONS
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to the target level. However, continued inflation causes the cycle to be re-

peated, and the rate of return is again eroded. Thus, under inflation the

average rate of return over a period of time lies below the target rate of

return. S

A Rising .Cost of capital

Another problem faced by utility canpanies is the fact that they have,
. . - - '.. . .. . ' ~

during the past few years, faced a rising cost of capital. 6 Controversy exists

over the actual rrea.surercent of the cost of capital, but because of the general

increase in interest rates, no one argues seriously that the cost of capital

has not risen in recent years. However, because of regulatory lags, the target

rate of return has generally been set somewhat below the actual cost of capital.

Figure 4 illustrates this situation. Fran To to TI , the cost of capital

is both stable and equal to the allowed rate of return. At TI , the cost of

capital begins to rise, and during the interval from T1 to T2 a rate of return

shortfall develops. At T2, a rate case is held, and the allowed rate of return

is adjusted upward. However, the continuing increase in the cost of capital

causes the cycle to be repeated, and over the entire period the actual rate of

. SIt would, of course, be possible for regulatory authorities to anticipate
price increases--in utility parlance, this is called using a forward test year.
Altern.atively, the regulatory lag could be shortened by setting the control
limits closer to the target rate of return. Such procedures are beginning to
be employed by regulatory agencies--the autanatic fuel adjustment clause, which
permits certain electric utilities to raise prices autana.tically when fuel costs
rise, is an exa:rrple. Nevertheless, in the general case infl~tion has simply
caused 1lt.ility canpanies toeam a lower average rate of returI'k:Ethan the target
rate ofret:urrJ, as prescribed by regulatory camri.ssions.

We might note in passing that Figure 3 also describes the' situation faced
by many "unregulated" finns during Phases II and III of the price controls.

6Utilities should be concerned with three sanewhat different costs of
~pital--an incrercental cost, defined as the average cost of new debt and equity
~se4 d,¥ing the budge~g J?Ell'iod, .. ama.rginal cost, defined as the cost of

), tast dollar raised' Ciurmg the-plannmg pe£iOd, -and an' historical avera'g'--e~"~'-~c,-------

,or "embedded") cost which is the weighted average of the current cost of
equity and the average cost of all outs~ding debt and· preferred stock.
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FIGURE. 4. ILLUSTRATION OF RISING COST OF CAPITAL
COMBINED WITH LAGGED CHANGES IN THE
ALLOWED RATE OF RETURN
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return averages less than the cost of capital. 7

Utility Investnent Decisions

The canbination of a rising cost of capital, rising operating costs, and

regulatory lag has caused problems for the utility industry, and these problens

are canpounded bY,the nature of utility company operations. Utility companies'

capital inves~ts~y be divided into two categories--mandatory investnents,

which are re<;lUired to meet basic service demands, and discretionary investments,

which primarily involve cost-reducing, efficiency-increasing invest1rents. '!his

breakdown is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows the cost of capital schedule

as well as the rate of return. schedules for both investment categories. As we

have drawn it, mandatory investments are substantially larger than discretionary

invest:nents; this seems .to be in accord with the actual situation. 8

An exanple will perhaps illustrate wha.t is ·involved here. In certain geo-

graphic areas, a telephone company may have excess switching capacity, permitting

it.to earn a relatively high rate of return on the .investrren.t needed to serve

new custaners. '!he nonthly phone bill will be rrore than sufficient to cover

operating costs and the return on the relatively snaIl capital outlay needed to

70ne could argue that the cost of capital increases when the rate of
inflation increases, i.e., interest rates jump when the rate of inflation
increases but hold steady once a level of inflation has been established.
Even if this was exactly true, utility companies' embedded cost of capital,
which is used in regulatory procedures, would still continue to rise as high
rate new debt is added to the existing low-rate debt. utility companies in
recent years have been (1) selling substantial annunts of new high-rate debt
to finance their investment programs and, at the same time, (2) ~funding low
rate debt issued twenty or so years ago with much higher-rate debt.

8Although th? relatio~~ps shown. in ~_~_:i:9!Jre a:r:'~ .hYP9thetical, they
are reasonably consistent with the situation facing utility companies in 1972
1973. '!his point is discussed lat.erin;the= <paper.

In addition, it should be noted that Figure 5 may also apply to nonregu
lated finns. Investments made" to neet :r;ollution control standards or to satisrj
pressure fran :r;owerful custaners might be classified as "mandatory." However ,
the sum of areas A and C in Figure 5 for unregulated finns probably exceeds that
of area B, so their average return on new investment exceeds their average cost
of capital. For utilities in recent years, B has exceeded A + C.
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-FI~ 5. CAPITAL BUDGETING WITH MANDATORY
AND DISCRETIONARY INVESTMENTS
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provide the service. Profitable investments of this type give rise to the area

designated as A. On the other hand, in an· area where existing capacity is

fully utilized, to install new telephones might require an investrrent of

$2,000 per phone versus an average plm:t cost of $1,000 for. each telep~~e pres

ently in service. Regulated prices are, in general, based on the $1,000 average

investment, not the $2,000 narginal investnent. In the absence of an imnediate

price increase to take account of the rising average plant cost per telephone in

service, growth in the second area necessarily produces a declining rate of re-

turn on total investment. '!hus, investment here will correspond to area B in

Figure 5.

Not all utility investments are in the mandato:r:y category. Companies do

have a certain anount of discretion in supplying new types of service, or in

making cost-reducing replacement decisions. For example, companies may install

cost-reducing equipnent, and the returns on such investments might exceed the

cost of capital. Such discretionary investments give rise to the "producer's

surplus" shown as area C in Figure 5. 9

If areaB exceeds the sum of areas A and C, and if regulatory lags are

long, then there will be an erosion, or attrition, in a utility company's rate

of return on investment. '!his situation is likely to occur during periods when

both capital equipnent costs and service denands are growing. This canbination

of events has occurred in recent years, and it has contributed to the pattern

of below-target rates of return shown above in Figure 3"

9'!he distinctions made in this section are, of course, somewhat arbitra:r:y-
nest investments are in fact part mandato:r:y and part discretionary. For
exampJ-e, an electric company may have to provide power to a new subdivision,
but the .canpany :may have discretion as to the :manner in which the power is
supplied. It might use steel poles for overhead distribution lines rather than
wooden poles, but the initial investment cost would be higl1er for- s;teel .. poles.

-- The difference between the~ cost system airl -the system "actually"used .
could be regarded as a discretionary investment. Obviously, the additional in
vestment outlay should be offset by lower costs over the expected life of the
system.
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canbined. Effects: Actual Rate of Retunl Versus Cost of capital

The canbination of rising operating·costs, a higher cost of capital,

nandatory investments, and regulatory lags has produced a substantial diver-

gence between the oost of capital and the actual rate of return on total in

vestnent. Figure 6 illustrates this situation, which is realistic for nost

utility canpa.nies today.lO In the graph as well as in the real world, rates of

return on invested capital are well below the oost of capital.

Table 1 presents sane figures taken from a study recently done at the Univer

sity of Florida. On average, in 1972 electric carpanies earned 7.2 percent on

invested capital. This was below the so-called. allowed rate of return, which in

turn was below the average oost of capital and subsequently below the cost of

new capital. 11 This rate of retUrn shortfall has existed for several years now,

arrl it will probably continue in the future if inflation persists and if regu- .

latory lags continue.

The Relationship Between Asset Growth Rates and Stock Prices

Whenever the actual rate of return is less than the cost of capital,

asset growth results in declining stock prices. At the University of Florida,

.we recently developed a set of equations to show the precise effects of growth

on stock prices under different conditions.12 It turns out that a spiraling,

lOSOIre might argue that utility ccmpanies have, in the past, earned a rate
of return in excess of their oost of capital, and that the deterioration in
their rate of return versus cost of capital position has simply served to brina
about a IlGI'e equitable balance between the interests of stockholders and ::I

customerS-:. Figure 6 oould be rrodified to show this situation by'Ciropping the
cost of capital line below the actual rate of return line.- ,

11
Eugene F. Brigham and Richard H. Pettway, "Capital Budgeting in the Public

utility Sector, " University of Florida, Public Utility Research Center, WOrking
·Paper No. 3-73, OCtober 1973.

12Eugene F. Brigham and Thanas A. Bankston, "The Relationship Between a
Utility Ccxnpany's Market Price and Book Value," University of :Florida, Public
Utility Research Center, v«:>rking Paper No. 4-73, November 1973.
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Tcifule·l. COST OF CAPITAL, AIJ.DWED RATES OF RE
TURN, AND REALIZED RATES OF REI'URN,
EIECI'RIC COMPANIES, 1972*

1. Average After-Tax Current (or Marginal) Cost of
Capital

2. Average After-Tax Embedded Cost of Capital

3. Allowed, or Target, Rate of Return as Prescribed
by Regulatory Agencies

4. Current Actual Rate of Return on Invest::rrent

9.3%

8.0%

7.6%

7.2%

*JIbe cost of equity capital is defined as the rate of return on book
equity that was authorized if a rate case was recently concluded, or the
rate of return !lOst likely to be allowed. if a rate case were to be decided
now. JIbe problems encountered when attempting to n:easure the cost of
equity are well known, and it is possible that Carmission-detennined costs
of capital are seriously oveF- or understated. We have simply avoided this
issue by accepting the Carmission's estimates.

It should be noted that the figures given are returns on book equity,
which may be different fran investors' required rates of return on market
values. For a discussion of this point, see the discussion of A. A. Robichek
in the 1971 AT&T rate case (FCC Docket No. 19129) or E. F. Brigham in the
1972 Comsat rate case (FCC Docket No. 16070).

Also, it should be noted that different canpanies employ different rate
base valuation methods (i.e., original cost vs .. "fair value"), and different
rates of return on these different rate bases are appropriate. SUCh differences
were considered in the study upon which Table 1 is based"

Source: Eugene F. Brigham .and Richard H. Pettway, "capital Budgeting in
the Public Utility Sector, " University of Florida, Public Utility
Research Center, Working Paper No. 3-73, October 1973.
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snowball effect will set in if companies are forced to invest when the return

on invest:IrEnt is less than the cost of capital. The rate of return shortfall

drives stock prices down., and this requires canpa:nies to issue even nore shares,

which depresses prices still nore, and so on. Depending on the severity of the

rate of return shortfall, on the level of mandatory investments, and on how long

it takes investors to see what is happening, a company can literally be driven

to the point where it carmot obtain capital. SUCh a company could not meet regular

service demands, much less make the types of irmovative invest:IrEnts so vitally

needed to overoome the current energy crisis.

The utility industry has not yet reached the point where finns are unable

to ~inance, but this is a very real danger in the not-so-distant future. In

vestors' confidence has been seriously eroded, and it would not take much to

destroy what confidence remains. If this financial situation.develops, plants

would not be maintained. at. desirable levels, and constrUction programs would

be reduced, causing reserve ratios to decline further below the danger level.

Cbviously, service would deteriorate, and delays would be encounte..red. when new

customers seek hook-ups. All of this would lead to govemm.ent intervention,

and .where we would go fran there is anybody's guess.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO' ALLEVIATE THE proBLEM?

Massive utility investments are required. to meet our energy and cOImll.inication

needs, but the regulatory system is in danger of a breakdown that would prevent

the ~es from obtaining the capital :necessary to·undertakej~ri.s investment.. If

this breakdown occurs, it would have all sorts of undesirable econanic and social
".

impacts. Thus, it is vitally important that actions be taken to correct the

situation.

Rate Relief

The nost obvious action is rate relief. Utility carmissions across the
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nation are aware of what is happening, and they should pennit price increases

that v-uuld get rates of return up to the levels necessary to attract capital.

As it is, those companies having the nost serious financial problems are postponing

irrp:>rtant projects, and they are also accepting less capital intensive alternatives,

with lower initial costs, that will aggravate the long-nm problems. It is diffi-

cult for comnissions to raise rates at a time when inflation is on everyone's mind,

but such action is badly needed. Inflation should be brought under control, but

by nonetary and fiscal actions, not by refusing to allow utilities rate increases

to offset increases in their own costs.13

Tax Relief

Adequate rate relief v-uuld solve the companies' financial problem in the

rrost efficient way, but such action depends to a large extent upon state regu-

lators, Sate of whan nove rather slowly. Accordingly, sane type of federal

action will probably be necessary. A stepped-up program of federal support for

R&D is needed, but this will not help much in the short run. In the short

run, tax relief in the fonn of special investment tax credits, and perhaps also

expanded programs along the lines of the ~exempt pollution control l:x:>nds

authorized a few years ago, would seem appropriate.

CONCIDSION

In surrmary, the utility industry--the companies, regulators, custoners, and

suppliers--face a massive challenge l:x:>th tcxlay and in the years ~ead. The long-
~

run solution to the problem lies-in R&D, which should be undertaken jointly

by conpanies,. suppliers, and the federal government. However, if we are to make.

it to the long run, we must overcane some serious short-run problems, and over-

13 . . ..... . _. .. . . .
Regulators should also take steps to eliminate or at least reduce the

regulatory lag; procedures for lag reductions are well known to l:x:>th companies
and canmissions, and such procerl.ures should be put into effect.
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coming these problems will involve large inves1:J:rEnt outlays. These outlays

must be financed, and the necessary capital will be forthcaning if and only if

utility conq;anies are pennitted to earn adequate returns. Adequate returns

will require rate increases, and such increases are bound to be painful. How

ever, the other alternative--a seriously weakened. utility industry-would be

far worse.


